A family of closely related bovine viral diarrhea virus recombinants identified in an animal suffering from mucosal disease: new insights into the development of a lethal disease in cattle.
Induction of lethal mucosal disease (MD) in cattle is linked to the generation of cytopathogenic (cp) bovine viral diarrhea virus (BVDV) in animals persistently infected with a noncytopathogenic BVDV. In most cases the cp variants are generated by recombination with cellular or viral sequences. BVDV was obtained from the serum of an MD animal and propagated in tissue culture without plaque purification. Analysis of cDNA clones established from RNA of these cells showed that apparently a variety of different viral RNAs were present. Seven of the cDNA clones contained a cellular sequence coding for light chain 3 (LC3) of microtubule-associated proteins 1A and 1B. This insertion had already been found in the cp virus JaCP obtained from the same animal and isolated by plaque purification. Analysis of further plaque-purified cp viruses showed that the diseased animal contained a family of closely related cp BVDV recombinants. A set of viruses with different duplications of viral sequences in their genomes and a variety of defective viral RNAs with deletions were found that all contained the LC3* insertion. For all the recombinants the 3' recombination sites and, in all but one case, also the 5' recombination sites between cellular and viral sequence were identical. Variation between the individual deduced genome structures resulted from different duplications or deletions of viral sequences located upstream of the cellular insertion. These results suggest that within the animal a primary recombinant with a genome containing the LC3* insertion was generated. In a trimming process a set of secondary virus recombinants was generated from this hypothetical primary recombined RNA. These secondary recombinants display genome structures that represent variations of the basic scheme already present in the primary recombinant. Apparently this trimming process that finally led to an outbreak of MD lasted a long time since recombined RNA with the basic genome structure of the cp viruses could be demonstrated in samples already taken a long time before outbreak of the disease.